A central issue in the study of the neural generation of respiratory rhythms is the role of the intrinsic pacemaking capabilities that some respiratory neurons exhibit. The debate on this issue has occurred in parallel to investigations of interactions among respiratory network neurons and how these contribute to respiratory behavior. In this computational study, we demonstrate how these two issues are inextricably linked. We use simulations and dynamical systems analysis to show that once a conditional respiratory pacemaker, which can be tuned across oscillatory and non-oscillatory dynamic regimes in isolation, is embedded into a respiratory network, its dynamics become masked: the network exhibits similar dynamic properties regardless of the conditional pacemaker node's tuning, and that node's outputs are dominated by network influences. Furthermore, the outputs of the respiratory central pattern generator as a whole are invariant to these changes of dynamical properties, which ensures flexible and robust performance over a wide dynamic range.
Introduction

1
A variety of neuronal circuits, including a range of brainstem and spinal cord central 2 pattern generators (CPGs) in many species, exhibit rhythmic activity patterns. In many 3 CPGs, these patterns consist of sequential activations of different neuronal populations 4 that interact through synaptic connections [1, 2] . Significant effort has gone into 5 exploring, using experimental and theoretical methods, the extent to which the intrinsic 6 bursting or pacemaking capabilities of neurons within these populations are responsible 7 for the existence of the network rhythms in which they participate. For example, 8 experimental studies have established the existence of intrinsically bursting neurons in 9 the respiratory pre-Bötzinger complex (preBötC), the inspiratory oscillator within the 10 mammalian brainstem [3] , and certain experimental manipulations of burst-supporting 11 conductances in these neurons have eliminated respiratory rhythms [4] [5] [6] [7] . 12 Although these and a wide range of other investigations have explored burst 13 generation mechanisms in respiratory preBötC neurons and have debated the role of 14 this burst generation capability in respiratory rhythms across a variety of 15 conditions [8, 9] , these studies have not answered a key question: What happens to this 16 intrinsic bursting when the burst-capable neurons are embedded within the full network 17 with which they interact synaptically? In fact, it remains unknown whether the intrinsic 18 bursting capabilities of subsets of preBötC neurons affect the dynamics that these 19 neurons actually exhibit once they are embedded within a synaptically interconnected 20 respiratory circuit and how this bursting capability contributes to the properties of the 21 circuit's rhythmic outputs.
22
In this study, we use highly reduced models of the respiratory CPG, composed of a 23 small number of units representing important neuron populations [10] , to highlight some 24 key ideas relating to these issues. We model the burst-capable neurons in the network 25 using differential equations that incorporate a representation of the persistent sodium 26 current, which supports an established oscillatory burst generating mechanism and has 27 been well documented in these neurons experimentally [6, [11] [12] [13] . Basic principles of 28 dynamical systems theory imply, however, that any alternative mechanisms providing a 29 similar voltage-dependence of activity and autorhythmic capability would yield similar 30 results [14] , and hence the ideas that we illustrate are not dependent on a specific 31 bursting mechanism. In particular, our key finding is that network rhythmicity extends 32 smoothly and robustly across different dynamic regimes of the intrinsically burst-capable 33 neurons in the network. Within the multi-phase rhythmic outputs that emerge, these (early-I, post-I and aug-E). Among these, it is thought that critical subpopulations of 54 post-I and aug-E inhibitory neurons in respiratory CPG circuits reside in the BötC 55 region adjacent to the preBötC [5, 8] , and these inhibitory neurons have been shown to 56 provide strong inhibition to the preBötC to regulate inspiratory rhythm [15] . In some 57 simulations, as noted in the corresponding text, we also included a unit representing the 58 recently identified glutamatergic post-inhibitory complex (PiCo) [16] . Within this 59 framework, we tuned the parameters in the equations for each unit to represent a 60 distinct activity profile experimentally identified to arise in a corresponding 61 subpopulation of respiratory neurons during the respiratory cycle (see Fig. 4C ,D) [5] . In 62 each of these populations, neurons become active and fall silent in a synchronized way 63 but need not spike in synchrony, and hence we omitted spiking currents in our model 64 units.
65
Within the respiratory rhythm-generating circuit, some members of the pre-I 66 population in the preBötC have been found to be capable of producing rhythmic 67 bursting activity even when isolated from synaptic inputs, at least over some range of 68 constant input currents or extracellular potassium concentrations [3, 17, 18] . We 69 simulate the conditional bursting property of pre-I neurons by endowing the pre-I unit's 70 voltage equation with a persistent sodium current, I N aP , which is an established feature 71 of preBötC excitatory neurons [6, 11, 13] and provides a voltage-controlled 72 relaxation-oscillator type of rhythmic oscillation. For relatively low values of the pre-I 73 unit's tonic drive parameter, c 11 , the unit's voltage-nullcline is cubic and features a 74 fixed point on its hyperpolarized (or left) branch, corresponding to a quiescent state. As 75 c 11 is increased, the fixed point crosses to the middle branch and a bifurcation occurs
76
(an Andronov-Hopf, or A-H, bifurcation with a canard explosion [19] , after which the 77 unit will, in isolation from synaptic inputs from other units, produce relaxation The nullcline structure for the pre-I unit in the preBötC depends on its tonic drive parameter, c 11 . Blue curves denote the V pre−I -nullcline for several values of c 11 , with different line patterns used for contrast enhancement. The red curve is the h pre−I -nullcline, which is independent of c 11 . (B): Bifurcation diagram for the pre-I unit with respect to c 11 . Solid (dashed) curve denotes stable (unstable) equilibria. Red curves are max and min voltages along a family of stable periodic orbits; these grow extremely rapidly in amplitude when they first appear, near c 11 = −0.060. Pre-I is oscillatory where these orbits exist, on c 11 ∈ (−0.060, −0.011). Inset shows dependence of periods on c 11 ; period jumps sharply from 0 at the onset of oscillations, drops abruptly, and then decays more gradually as c 11 increases.
to monotonically increasing and another (A-H) bifurcation occurs, producing the loss of 80 oscillations and the appearance of a depolarized fixed point, corresponding to a tonically 81 activated state (Fig. 2) . Note that the actual numerical values of c 11 used here are
82
given in arbitrary units.
83
Once this pre-I unit is embedded within the full respiratory network (as shown in 84 Fig. 1 , but without the PiCo), its intrinsic properties are masked, or superseded by the 85 network dynamics. There are multiple manifestations of this form of masking. First, at 86 the low end of the c 11 range over which the isolated pre-I unit generates oscillations, the 87 coupled network does not produce oscillatory dynamics but rather settles into a tonic 88 activity regime in which the post-I unit maintains a steady elevated activation level 89 while the pre-I and early-I units exhibit low activation levels. Second, the ranges of 90 periods and amplitudes that the pre-I unit exhibits during its intrinsic oscillations differ 91 from those that it produces when operating within the oscillatory dynamics of the full 92 network (Fig. 3) . The sensitivity of the pre-I oscillation period and amplitude to 93 changes in c 11 is also altered by the embedding.
94
Interestingly, the activity pattern of the synaptically connected respiratory network 95 remains remarkably similar regardless of whether c 11 is tuned to yield oscillatory or 96 tonic pre-I dynamics in isolation. These network activity patterns are shown in Figure   97 4A,B for representative c 11 values, one per regime of intrinsic pre-I dynamics, in terms 98 of nondimensional variables (scaled between 0 and 1, with the same scaling used across 99 all c 11 ) representing the output of the pre-I, early-I, post-I, and aug-E units that Pre-I output properties are altered by embedding within the full respiratory network. Dashed curves show the period (blue) and amplitude (red) of oscillations exhibited by the pre-I unit in isolation, over the range of c 11 values for which it intrinsically generates oscillatory behavior. Solid curves illustrate the same quantities for the pre-I unit when it is embedded in the full model respiratory network, over the range of c 11 values for which the network oscillates. somewhat. We will next explore frequency responses to parameter changes across the 113 two regimes of pre-I intrinsic dynamics, and later we will consider network dynamics 114 when PiCo activity is included (Fig. 4C,D) . In the model that we are considering, we use a persistent sodium current, I N aP , to 117 allow the possibility of intrinsic rhythmicity in our pre-I unit. In experiments, addition 118 of the I N aP blocker riluzole to the perfusate of an in situ rat preparation that preserved 119 the intact respiratory network yielded little change in respiratory period but caused the 120 output of the phrenic nerve, which corresponds to the excitatory output from the original amplitude with the maximal riluzole dose applied.
124
We tested the dependence of the period of our network rhythm (T ), the duration of 125 its inspiratory (T I ) and expiratory (T E ) phases, and the amplitude of the pre-I unit's 126 output on the strength of I N aP , represented by its maximal conductance g N aP .
127
Moreover, we evaluated this dependence over a range of values of the pre-I tonic drive 128 parameter c 11 spanning across regimes of both oscillatory and tonic pre-I intrinsic We found that the quantitative properties of the network rhythm did depend on (Fig. 5C ), but it was 153 compensated by an increase in T E (Fig. 5D ) to yield little net change in T (Fig. 5A) . Although the network's rhythmic activity pattern is similar for both oscillatory and 157 tonic intrinsic preBötC unit dynamics, it remains possible that this intrinsic tuning 158 could affect the detailed dynamic mechanisms by which this pattern is produced, 159 potentially leading to different dynamics in response to certain inputs or perturbations. 160 Since we use model units with dynamics that can be visualized in the phase plane to 161 model each population in the network, we can represent the network oscillation 162 mechanisms geometrically and compare them between the two cases. To do so, although 163 the full network model consists of an eight-dimensional dynamical system, we consider 164 the network outputs projected to various two-dimensional phase planes, each defined 165 using the two variables for one specific unit (Figs. 6, 7 ). Within these phase planes, we 166 plot the nullclines, or curves of zero rate of change, for each of these two variables. which occur in the transitions between inspiratory and expiratory phases. Note that we 176 omit the early-I unit from this discussion, because it always settles to a stable fixed 177 point corresponding to the level of input that it receives, and it lacks the auto-rhythmic 178 capability needed to initiate a transition to the I phase.
179
The phase plane for the pre-I unit shows that even if the preBötC unit is tuned to be 180 intrinsically oscillatory, at the moment when it receives its maximal level of inhibition, 181 which occurs at the onset of post-I activity (black square in Fig. 6A (Fig. 6C,D) . Finally, once V pre−I becomes close enough to its synaptic threshold (black 215 dotted line, Fig. 6A ), the inhibition to post-I and aug-E weakens and eventually both of 216 their nullclines shift to depolarized voltages. Both units attempt to activate but post-I 217 wins, yielding a transient spike and subsequent hyperpolarization of the aug-E unit and 218 the transition to expiration, completing the cycle.
219
Note that the only possible moment in this process when the intrinsic oscillation 220 capability of the pre-I unit could have mattered was at the onset of inspiration, which 221 depends on the cubic shape of the V pre−I -nullcline. Yet examining similar phase plane 222 representations when the pre-I unit is tuned to be intrinsically tonic shows that even in 223 this tuning, the V pre−I -nullcline is still cubic at the moment of onset of inspiration and 224 the mechanism underlying the transition to inspiration is the same (Fig. 7A,B) . That is, 225 . From right to left, the V aug−E -nullclines shown correspond to minimal inhibition to aug-E (inhibition is 0.05); to inhibition to aug-E at the moment when pre-I initiates its escape (inhibition is 0.0542, also marked by black circle at same time point as in other plots); to inhibition to aug-E when V pre−I is at its peak (0.283); and to inhibition to aug-E when V post−I is at its peak (0.35, marked by black square at same time point as in other plots). even though this nullcline becomes monotonic in this tuning in the absence of inhibition, 226 some inhibition is still present when the network transitions to inspiration, which causes 227 the V pre−I -nullcline to be cubic. This mechanism is robust; the V pre−I -nullcline has a 228 cubic shape, with a corresponding left knee, over a wide range of inhibition levels to the 229 pre-I unit (dashed blue curve, Fig. 7B ). Not surprisingly, the phase plane projections for 230 the post-I and aug-E units are qualitatively identical between the two pre-I unit tunings 231 as well (data not shown). intrinsically tonic. The period T decreased as c 11 increased, via a shortening of T E as 244 also observed experimentally with preBötC stimulation (e.g., [21] ), from a maximum of 245 just over 7 seconds to a mimimum of about 3 seconds.
246
Next, since the role of inhibition in respiratory rhythmicity has received significant 247 recent attention [8, 15, [21] [22] [23] [24] , we considered the effects of varying the strength of the 248 inhibition from the post-I to the pre-I unit, b 31 . This parameter variation produced 249 similar effects whether the pre-I unit was tuned to be intrinsically oscillatory (Fig. 8B ) 250 or tonic ( allowed h pre−I to increase faster than with weaker inhibition and therefore allowed the 254 pre-I unit to cross its curve of left knees and activate at a larger inhibition level than 255 previously (dashed black curve, Fig. 6B, Fig. 7B ), the amount of time for inhibition to 256 decay from its larger maximum value until it hit the curve of left knees was still longer 257 than the escape time with weaker inhibition, leading to an overall longer T E . The larger 258 value of h pre−I at the onset of inspiration in this case yielded the small increase in T I . 259 Similarly, reducing b 31 allowed an earlier crossing of the pre-I curve of left knees and
260
shorter T E (dotted black curve, Fig. 6B, Fig. 7B ).
261
After these manipulations of parameters associated with the pre-I unit, we varied the 262 drive levels to the other units in the network, one by one, to analyze their abilities to 263 tune network oscillation frequency. In all three cases, these parameter changes produced 264 qualitatively similar results across both tunings of the pre-I unit (Fig. 9) . Increases in 265 the drive to the early-I unit, c 12 , caused decreases in network period via decreases in T E . 266 In contrast, increases in c 13 (post-I drive) and c 14 (aug-E drive) both increased T , again 267 via changes in T E . Interestingly, the period was much more sensitive to c 14 than to c 13 268 (also consistent with previous modeling [10] ). This sensitivity emerged because in the 269 baseline tuning, the aug-E unit activation was much more modest than the post-I 270 activation, with the aug-E output much farther from maximal. Thus, changes in drive 271 to aug-E influenced the inhibition level to the pre-I unit more than changes in drive to 272 post-I. Finally, because the baseline period was shorter for the intrinsically tonic than circuits are thought to reside [8, 15, 24] , also perturbed respiratory rhythms, in both in 285 vivo and in situ experiments. In contrast to the experiments on the preBötC, however, 286 this manipulation increased respiratory period while decreasing the amplitude of 287 phrenic nerve outputs. In some cases, rhythmic activity was completely suppressed with 288 block of inhibition in the BötC. Responses of our model to reductions in inhibition were 289 similar, but not identical, to the experimental findings. (Fig. 10A,B) , quantitatively consistent with 295 the experimental results. As observed in vivo, the drop in period included shortening of 296 both T I and, especially, T E . The reduction in T E was clearly expected based on the The production of a rhythmic output failed at a higher remaining fraction of inhibition 301 when the pre-I unit was intrinsically tonic than when it was oscillatory, because the 302 pre-I and early-I units became tonically active within the network with less of a loss of 303 inhibition than in the former case. Right column: pre-I is tuned to be intrinsically tonic (c 11 = 0.01). All panels show period (black curve), inspiratory duration (blue curve), and expiratory duration (red curve) versus the value of a drive parameter relative to its baseline value (here labeled as 0) that was varied over the full range that preserved network rhythmicity. Drive parameters used are drive to early-I, c 12 (top), drive to post-I, c 13 (middle), and drive to aug-E, c 14 (bottom). Drive parameters are fixed at c 12 = 0.19, c 13 = 0.58, c 14 = 0.2 unless being varied. The same horizontal and vertical axis ranges are used in all panels.
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When we decreased inhibition to the post-I and aug-E units, corresponding to 305 experimental perturbations of synaptic inhibition in the BötC, the network did not 306 exhibit an appreciable change in inspiratory output amplitude. When the pre-I unit was 307 intrinsically oscillatory, output period was relatively insensitive to the inhibition level to 308 the BötC within the range over which rhythmicity persisted, although it did increase by 309 about 20% (Fig. 10C) . With a reduction of inhibition of only about 10%, output 310 rhythmicity was lost. An intrinsically tonic tuning of the pre-I unit provided more 311 robustness to the stronger inhibition from expiratory units that resulted from a decrease 312 in inhibition to the BötC, such that network rhythmicity persisted down to about 65% 313 of normal inhibition levels. Moreover, network period increased by almost 50% over this 314 range of inhibition levels, due to the same effect that was observed to be dominant 315 experimentally, namely an increase in T E , consistent with the mechanism of network 316 rhythmogenesis (Fig. 10D ). including the same formulation of I N aP used in the pre-I unit and, for simplicity, with 332 the same persistent sodium and leak conductances as the pre-I unit as well.
333
The inclusion of the PiCo did not qualitatively alter network activity patterns: the 334 PiCo remained suppressed by inhibition from early-I during inspiration and activated 335 together with post-I during the post-inspiratory phase (Fig. 4C,D) . Excitatory output 336 from the PiCo promoted post-I activation, causing the post-I unit to exhibit less 337 adaptation during its active phase and, correspondingly, making the activation of the (Fig. 11A,B) . Examining this effect in more detail, we observe that 343 excitation from PiCo to the post-I unit induces a stronger post-I inhibition of its 344 postsynaptic targets, and of pre-I in particular, while PiCo is active. As a result of this 345 stronger inhibition, the persistent sodium current for the pre-I unit deinactivates more 346 than it would otherwise during the expiratory phase. After the post-I unit falls silent, 347 the pre-I is left with approximately the same inhibitory input (from the aug-E unit) as 348 it would have been without the PiCo, but with slightly larger h pre−I (Fig. 11C,D; 349 compare grey and purple circles). With similar inhibition levels, a similar level of 350 persistent sodium deinactivation is needed to allow pre-I activation; with PiCo, since 351 the value of h pre−I at the start of aug-E is larger, the augmenting-expiratory phase 352 ends up being slightly shorter, resulting in a mildly shorter overall cycle period. All horizontal axis ranges are distinct; in all cases, the baseline network corresponds to 1 and the lower bound denotes a level just below which the oscillation is lost. The network response to lowered inhibition is qualitatively similar regardless of whether the pre-I unit is oscillatory or tonic. Period and amplitude are both much more strongly modulated by changes in inhibition to the preBötC units than by changes in inhibition to the BötC units; note also that the slopes of the period curves are opposite in the two cases. allows post-I to suppress aug-E throughout expiration. Between these extremes, c 15 had 379 little effect on network period (Fig. 12A,B) . Fig. 12C ,D, and compare to Fig. 9 , middle row). One subtle effect that 388 emerged from inclusion of the PiCo is that its output could support post-I activation for 389 lower levels of c 13 than otherwise possible, and, interestingly, could preserve rhythmic 390 network outputs for slightly higher levels of c 13 as well (Fig. 12C,D and Fig. 9 , middle 391 row, compare range of c 13 values), through effects of inhibition on I N aP .
392
3 Discussion
393
In this work, we considered a computational network of neuronal units connected 
408
Our findings can be viewed as exposing general properties of networks incorporating 409 conditional oscillators under certain conditions and are also of specific relevance to an 410 ongoing debate about rhythmicity in the respiratory CPG, which motivated our choices 411 of network connectivity and unit dynamics to study. In the respiratory context, our 412 results point out that a CPG network structure that has been hypothesized based on 413 experimental data [5, 10] yields network dynamics that are robust across a range of 414 tunings of the key glutamatergic respiratory neurons in the preBötC. Our findings also 415 imply that experimental manipulations that would alter dynamics or excitability in the 416 isolated preBötC [4, 6, 21, 25, 26] cannot be expected to yield analogous results when 417 applied to the connected respiratory network, and that the failure of such manipulations 418 to compromise respiratory outputs does not imply a lack of a role for pre-I dynamics in 419 respiratory rhythm generation. Moreover, our modeling analyses extend our previous 420 results [10] indicating that all of the units participating in rhythmic respiratory activity 421 
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19/29 that are proposed to be core elements of the respiratory CPG can represent important 422 nodes for the control of rhythm features. This control appears to occur seamlessly 423 without altering the basic three-phase organization of activity within the CPG,
424
consistent with experimental observations [15, 26] and the notion that input tuning of 425 excitability of different circuit elements is robust in terms of maintaining the 426 coordinated activity necessary for proper behavioral function.
427
More specifically, our work predicts that increases in tonic drive to pre-I and early-I 428 respiratory neurons should shorten the respiratory cycle period via decreases in the 429 duration of expiration, which is consistent with experimental results [15, 21, 26] .
430
Increases in tonic drive to post-I and aug-E respiratory neurons are predicted to 431 increase the period, again via changes in expiratory duration, also consistent with 432 experimental observations [15] . We found that tuning of the aug-E population produces 433 a broader range of periods than tuning of post-I; aug-E output in baseline conditions is 434 far from maximal levels, due to lingering inhibition from post-I, and hence increased 435 drive to aug-E can have a significant impact on the timing of inspiratory onset. We also 436 predict that the maximal amplitude of pre-I outputs will be larger in the connected 437 network than in the isolated preBötC, while the minimal network amplitude will also 438 exceed the minimal preBötC amplitude (Fig. 2) . The inclusion of I N aP in our pre-I 439 model yields oscillations with small amplitude and short period when pre-I excitability 440 is high, as well as very long oscillations just before the transition to quiescence as 441 excitability drops, in the isolated pre-I population. While the connected network cannot 442 capture this full range of periods, the fact that it continues to produce functional pre-I respiratory neurons are tuned to be tonically active, based on model responses to 448 decreases in g N aP used to simulate partial I N aP blockade (Fig. 5) . We also found that 449 the tonic pre-I tuning gives more robustness of rhythmic network activity to decreases 450 in inhibition to BötC neurons than does the oscillatory tuning (Fig. 10) , because the 451 tonic tuning allows inspiratory neurons to activate despite receiving stronger inhibitory 452 outputs from the BötC. Note, however, that a tonic pre-I tuning does not imply that
453
I N aP does not play any role in pre-I activity nor that it is completely inactivated. On 454 the other hand, we observed that the oscillatory pre-I tuning generally could yield 455 longer respiratory cycle periods (hence extended dynamic range) and associated 456 expiratory phase durations over changes in various drive and synaptic parameters (Fig. 457  9) , because with this tuning, the escape of the pre-I unit from inhibition, needed to 458 initiate inspiration, could become strongly delayed. The oscillatory tuning also gave 459 more robustness to decreases in inhibition to preBötC neurons because this tuning 460 yielded more protection against tonic activation of pre-I and early-I within the full 461 network (Fig. 10) . It is therefore possible that neuromodulatory adjustment of pre-I 462 excitability could be used to transition the network between these regimes, each 463 allowing for particular network tuning mechanisms to become accessible. Hodgkin-Huxley style model neurons [27] . A key point in that work was that rather 468 than the intrinsic dynamics of individual units in the network, the dynamic transition 469 mechanisms by which switches in active populations occurred, involving synaptic effects 470 known as escape and release [10, [28] [29] [30] , determined network output properties. This 471 finding is consistent with our proposal that masking of pre-I properties arises because 472 the dynamic regimes set up by network interactions are similar across pre-I unit tunings. 473 
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The ideas that we explore are consistent with arguments made by Richter and
474
Smith [8] network in which that node is embedded. Moreover, once that node is embedded in the 494 network, the influence of the network can cause its output tuning to change, effectively 495 masking or overriding its intrinsic dynamics due to circuit interactions.
496
We performed some simulations with the newly discovered oscillatory post-I 497 population, the PiCo [16] , included in our model network, receiving excitatory input 498 from pre-I and inhibition from early-I and aug-E, while providing excitation to the 499 post-I inhibitory unit, based on the proposal that PiCo is critical for generation of 500 post-I activity [16] . Interestingly, our simulations predict that changes in drive to the 501 PiCo have no effect on respiratory period and increases in the strength of excitatory 502 drive from the PiCo to post-I only slightly alter the period, causing it to decrease by a 503 small amount (Fig. 11) . We modeled the intrinsic dynamics of the PiCo identically to 504 the dynamics of the pre-I unit, based on observations of its intrinsic rhythmicity [16] neuromodulator levels, their dynamics may change as these levels vary. Therefore, the 581 invariance of network outputs and tuning under changes in intrinsic dynamics that we 582 highlight is likely a critical feature of maintaining stable CPG performance across 583 conditions. In the case of the respiratory network, this invariance ensures flexible and 584 robust performance over a wide dynamic range of rhythm generation, which is likely a 585 critical property for such a vital homeostatic CPG.
586
Methods
587
All results in this paper were derived from simulations of highly reduced ordinary 588 differential equation models for the excitatory kernel of the preBötC and for a 589 respiratory CPG network that includes this preBötC component as well as inhibitory 590 early-I, post-I, and aug-E components and, in some simulations, an additional 591 excitatory PiCo component (Fig. 1 ). The models were based on those used in several 592 previous respiratory modeling studies [10, 35, 37, 48] . In this framework, each neuronal 593 population is assumed to undergo synchronized transitions between active and silent 594 states, but without spike-level synchrony. Thus, each is represented by a single 595 non-spiking neuron model unit, the voltage of which corresponds to the average of the 596 membrane potentials of the neurons in that population. where i ∈ {1, . . . , 5}. In system (1), I N aP,i represents the current through persistent 600 sodium channels, I K,i is a potassium current, I L,i = g L,α · (V i − E L,α ) is the leakage 601 current with α = exc for i ∈ {1, 5} and α = inh for i ∈ {2, 3, 4}, respectively. Moreover, 602 I syn−I,i and I syn−E,i are inhibitory and excitatory synaptic currents, respectively.
603
For the excitatory units, with i ∈ {1, 5}, the intrinsic currents in (1) take the 604 following forms:
(2)
For the inhibitory units, with i ∈ {2, 3, 4}, the intrinsic currents in (1) are given by:
with 607 dp i /dt = (d i f out,inh (V i ) − p i )/τ p,i .
That is, the persistent sodium current takes the same form for all units but has a 608 stronger conductance for excitatory than inhibitory units. On the other hand, as in 609 previous models (e.g., [10] ), the potassium current for the excitatory units is a standard 610 delayed rectifier that is set to be quite weak, representing potassium current activated 611 by the depolarization attributable to the persistent sodium current, while for the 
Thus, equation (4) specifies how the conductance of an inhibitory unit's adaptation 619 current grows while that unit is active.
620
To define the synaptic currents in equation (1), we use the function given in 621 equation (6) 
The synaptic currents to unit i are given by 
where N • shared: C = 20pF , E N a = 50mV , E K = −85mV , θ h = −48mV , σ h = 8mV ,
636
= 4000ms, θ m = −37mV , σ m = −6mV , θ n = −29mV , σ n = −4mV , 
